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This also made Charlie realize that many of his previous operations actually lacked similar details. 

Whether it was the Rejuvenation Pill Auction or JX Pharmaceutical, 

Which is well-known around the world during this period, 

They were actually a bit high-profile. Now, once it is cleared, 

It will be followed, and it is only a matter of time before it is found out. 

At this time, Reverend said again: “By the way,” 

“Among the materials, I brought this time, there is also an antidote for them.” 

Charlie asked him, “Is the antidote produced in Turkey?” 

“No” Reverend shook his head and said, 

“The antidote is sent to Turkey by the organization, but I don’t know where it is sent from.” 

Charlie frowned and asked: “Is there a fixed delivery time for the antidote to Turkey?” 

“No.” Reverend explained: “The time for the organization to give the antidote is random every time.” 

“Sometimes it is not delivered until the day before it is almost used up,” 

“But sometimes it is suddenly delivered one or two months in advance.” 

“When it is delivered, it is unpredictable at all, and there is no pattern,” 

“It just suddenly informs us that the antidote has been delivered to a certain place,” 

“And we are asked to get it ourselves, probably to prevent us from catching the pattern.” 

After a pause, Reverend said again: “In addition, the quantity delivered is different each time,” 

“Sometimes for one month, sometimes for three months,” 

“And these antidotes are delivered with a special safe,” 

“We have to apply to the organization to open the safe every time before delivering medicine to the 

base,” 

“And we can only open the safe after the organization authorizes it.” 

Charlie asked in surprise: “Is the safe connected to the internet?” 

“Yes.” Reverend nodded. When the organization authorizes, we can take the antidote from inside,” 

“And the safe has its own identification function,” 

“Which can accurately record how many antidotes we take out,” 

“And we can only take a fixed amount of antidote each time,” 



“One more will not work Otherwise, once the organization realizes that things are out of control,” 

“It will immediately start to self-destruct.” 

Reverend said, “Not only our safe but also the safe in the hands of the governor of the Cyprus base.” 

“There is an emergency antidote reserve, but you also need to apply for authorization from the 

organization to open it.” 

“Once there is a change, the organization will immediately stop the supply of antidote,” 

“And destroy the antidote stored in the safe. In this way, at most one week, Everyone in this base will 

die.” 

Charlie asked with some doubts: “If such an important thing is moved to via the internet,” 

“If it is hacked, wouldn’t it be all over?” 

“No.” Reverend shook his head Dao: “The organization is not using the public Internet,” 

“But its own satellite communication network, and it is not an ordinary civilian communication.” 

“It is a military communication satellite bought from senior Soviet officials,” 

“Through special channels when the Soviet Union disintegrated.” 

“Military communication Satellite?” Charlie asked in shock: “Can this be bought?” 

Reverend explained: “Under normal circumstances, no, no matter how rich individuals and companies 

are,” 

“They can’t buy military satellites. But it was a special period of time.” 

“The entire Soviet defense system was in chaos.” 

“The distribution of time was also muddled and there were a lot of bad debts.” 

“At that time, a large part of Ukraine’s heavy weapons were sold.” 

“Even the Tu-160 bomber and even nuclear bombs were almost sold, let alone a lot of satellites in the 

sky.” 

“At that time, no one would notice that there were a few satellites missing,” 

“And as long as they did something a little bit, other people would not know that these satellites were 

theirs.” 
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Reverend said again: “This batch of satellites has extremely high security itself,” 

“And the communication code has been reset, so even the person who designed it cannot crack the 

current communication content.” 

“The possibility of being cracked is almost non-existent, but it also has certain drawbacks.” 



“The disadvantage is that the satellite is a bit old,” 

“And it is still an old generation of narrow-band mobile communication satellites.” 

“The transmission rate is relatively slow, so it can only transmit text and byte commands,” 

“Such as monitoring the status of safes in various places.” 

“Under normal circumstances, safes only need to Just send a command of a few bytes to the satellite at 

regular intervals.” 

“If there is an exception, the command is only a few bytes,” 

“And the same is true for activating the self-destruct device.” 

“There is no problem at all with this small data transmission.” 

“In addition, it can satisfy very few users to use this system for voice calls at critical moments,” 

“But it cannot satisfy video signal transmission.” 

Charlie nodded and said: “That is to say,” 

“Even if the base in Cyprus may have surveillance equipment installed,” 

“The organization can’t check it in real-time, right?” 

“Yes.” Reverend said: “The monitoring equipment in Cyprus is stored locally,” 

“And every time I come here, I will bring back a copy of the surveillance video from the past week,” 

“But this data will not be connected to the Internet,” 

“And will only be stored in Turkey. Every once in a while,” 

“All the data will be handed over to the Military Command.” 

“As for whether the Military Command will hand over these data to the Lord.” 

Charlie couldn’t help laughing and said, 

“Seeing how old you are, I didn’t expect you to not know a lot about this.” 

Reverend respectfully said: “These were all systematically trained when I was in Warriors Camp.” 

Charlie asked him with interest: “Then let me ask you,” 

“As far as you know, has your self-destruct device ever been activated?” 

“It has been activated,” Reverend said without hesitation: 

“Almost twenty years ago, a base was activated by the organization because of a major failure.” 

“One day, the Commissioner was notified temporarily that there was no need to deliver the medicine,” 



“And at the same time, the Commissioner was informed that there was some accident on the other 

side,” 

“And he was asked to wait for half a day.” 

“If the Commissioner hadn’t delivered it in the early morning of the next day,” 

“The organization would authorize him to open Safe, and activate the stored antidote.” 

“And then?” Charlie frowned and asked, 

“The organization has been using lies to delay them until they are about to die from poison,” 

“And then activate the self-destruct?” 

“Yes!” Reverend nodded heavily, and said with a shocked expression: 

“The organization did not send anyone to deliver the medicine,” 

“And destroyed the spare antidote at the last one.” 

“There were more than 5,000 people in the base including the commissioner, Cavalry Guards, dead 

men, and their families.” 

“All the people were poisoned and died, and no one was spared.” 

Charlie asked him: “How do you know so clearly?” 

Reverend explained: “This is the information that the organization declassified internally.” 

“The reason why it was declassified at that time was to warn all bases,” 

“About the consequences of a major failure.” 

Charlie suddenly thought of something, and blurted out: 

“You just said that the major failure was twenty years ago?!” 

“Yes!” Reverend nodded: “It was twenty years ago, I remember it very clearly.” 

Charlie’s expression was horrified, his parents were killed in Aurous Hill twenty years ago! 

The timing is so coincident, it can’t be just a coincidence, right? 

Is there any connection between the death of the parents and what Reverend said?! 
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At this point, Charlie’s pupils constricted, and immediately asked Reverend: 

“What happened twenty years ago that could make your Lord,” 

“To execute thousands of people directly?!” 

Reverend shook his head blankly: “I don’t know the specific reason…” 



“I only know that the Lord was furious at their failure at that time, so he killed them. …” 

Charlie raised his eyebrows, and asked in a cold voice: 

“Then do you know where they failed?” 

Reverend shook his head and said, “I don’t know either…” 

Charlie thought of what Reverend said just now. 

He thought that the one in charge of Asian affairs in the Warriors’ Den was the Military Commander’s 

Office, so he asked him: 

“Which one was the one that experienced that failure?” 

“Is it the Chinese Military Commander’s Office?” 

Reverend shook his head and said, “I don’t know,” 

“But it’s basically certain that it’s not the Governor’s Office of the Right Army…” 

As he spoke, he continued, “Actually, how many copper mines like the Cyprus Copper Mine are there in 

the whole world?” 

“I don’t know at all, or even I don’t know, how many bases there are under the Commander’s Office of 

the Right Army where I am.” 

“This information is completely isolated from the inside.” 

“I only know that there is also the Governor’s Office of the Left Army and the Central Army The 

Governor’s Office,” 

“The Former Military Governor’s Office, and the Rear Military Commander’s Office,” 

“But I don’t know who is in charge of the other four military governor’s Offices,” 

“And what the specific scale is…” 

Hearing this, Charlie’s heart sank again. 

He was not sure whether the failure that Reverend said 20 years ago was related to the death of his 

parents. 

It seems that if he wants to find out more information, 

He can only hope to find a higher level of this Warroirs’ Den. 

So, Charlie asked again: “What kind of organization structure do you have in Turkey?” 

Reverend replied, “The highest officer of the Right Army Governorate is the left and right governors,” 

“And there are four governors under their command, which can be understood as deputy governors,” 

“Each deputy governor is responsible for a closed-loop system,” 



“And this line of Turkey and Cyprus is one of the closed loops.” 

Charlie asked, “Then who is your vice-governor of this closed loop?” 

Reverend said, “It’s Ramos Zhang, Zhang’s deputy governor.” 

Charlie asked again, “This Ramos, is he a martial artist?” 

“Yes.” 

“What cultivation level?” 

“Dark realm fifth level.” 

Charlie was slightly startled in his heart and asked with a frown, 

“This closed loop of yours, besides the copper refinery in Turkey,” 

“And the copper mine in Cyprus, what other industries are there?” 

“Many.” Reverend replied, “There are also natural gas companies,” 

“Large farms and shipyards in Turkey, in addition to that,” 

“There are also some garment processing factories, stone processing factories,” 

“Basically in all walks of life, the overall market value is about eighty billion dollars or so.” 

In Turkey, with a total market value of eighty billion dollars, 

It can already be called a super business empire, 

And this is only the industry under the responsibility of a deputy governor of one of the five military 

governorates under the command of the Warriors Den. 

If it is a deputy governor in an economically developed Western Europe, 

Then he is responsible for the closed loop, perhaps the market value exceeds hundreds of billions of 

dollars. 

In this way, the strength of the assets of a right Governor, 

I am afraid that it has easily exceeded the Wade family. 

Charlie suddenly remembered something and hastily asked: 

“What is the public identity of your vice governor, in the Den? Will it be disguised as a business tycoon?” 

“No.” Reverend shook his head and said, “The official position of the deputy governor is the governor’s 

colleague,” 

“And below that, there is the governor’s commander (qiān), and then there is a special envoy or 

commissioner like me,” 

“And from the special envoy on up, there is absolutely no well-known identity in the community,” 



“And generally very low-profile, my public identity in Turkey,” 

“It is the quality inspector of this copper refinery, responsible for checking the quality inspection of all 

copper ore in the factory,” 

“So it is only in name. That’s why I came to Cyprus with the ship in name only,” 

“While our deputy governor’s public identity is the accountant of the copper refinery.” 

“Accountant?!” Charlie frowned and spoke, “In that case, the head of the copper refinery,” 

“In this closed loop of yours, has an even lower status instead?” 

“Right.” Reverend nodded, “The chairman is just pretending, as for the heads of the other industries,” 

“They are all just spokesmen arranged within the Warriors Den,” 

“And many of them are the sons of the Cavalry Guards.” 

Charlie asked him, “The heirs of the Cavalry Guards?” 

“Right.” Reverend added: “Below this closed loop of ours, there are at least fifty enterprises.” 

Charlie asked curiously, “Since you guys are so focused on secrecy, these fifty-odd enterprises,” 

“How do you manage them to ensure that you don’t leak secrets?” 

“It can’t be that all the employees of these fifty enterprises are your own people, right?” 
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Reverend shook his head and said, “Most of the enterprises have no explicit relationship with each 

other,” 

“As well as with the vice governor, moreover, each enterprise is not all our people,” 

“We don’t have that many grassroots personnel,” 

“But the people openly in charge of each enterprise are all descendants of the Cavalry Guards.” 

“The descendants of the Cavalry Guards?” Charlie pursued, 

“Why are they descendants of the Cavalry Guards?” 

Reverend replied, “Because the Cavalry Guards were all promoted up from the dead soldiers who 

performed well and even had merits,” 

“So the Warriors Den, in order to make these Cavalry Guards feel more superior psychologically,” 

“Compared to the dead soldiers, especially allowed them to let their third child,” 

“Break away from the Cavalry Guards’ identity after every three children they had.” 

“Leaving the identity of Cavalry Guards means that this offspring can grow up without practicing martial 

arts,” 



“But receive formal education within the Warriors Den from a young age,” 

“And it is the basic education where the person is, such as Turkey is four years of elementary school,” 

“Four years of middle school, and four years of high school,” 

“That child’s elementary and middle school content, are learned within the Warriors Den,” 

“After getting legal status in high school, in Turkey Local public high school study,” 

“And then the normal examination for university, after graduating from university,” 

“They can directly go through the channels of social recruitment into our closed-loop enterprise work,” 

“And gradually be trained to become the successor of different enterprises.” 

Charlie asked him, “Why are they sent out to study only in high school?” 

Reverend replied: “Children who are too young lack self-restraint,” 

“Let them go to social schools to study, it is easy to speak more mistakes,” 

“So there will first be internal education for them while teaching them,” 

“While their parents constantly give them to strengthen the sense of secrecy,” 

“After the children began to go out to high school, they will start to give them drugs,” 

“So that they also have a strong poison in their bodies in order to ensure control.” 

The first is that they do not need to practice martial arts hard,” 

“The other is that they do not need to take the antidote once a week, but once every six months,” 

“Just like me, and if they study well and do have real talent,” 

“After taking over the business in the future, they can be white-collar elite,” 

“Or even well-known entrepreneurs in a society where living conditions are much better than those of 

the Cavalry Guards.” 

When Charlie heard this, he couldn’t help but realize it. 

In this way, it seemed that his aunt, as well as her family, should not be considered high-end members in 

the Warriors Den, 

And most likely they were also the descendants of Cavalry Guards, 

Only that they had the opportunity to live a normal life in the real world. 

Thinking of this, Charlie asked Reverend: “During your years in the Warriors Den,” 

“Have you ever heard of the Warriors Den sending people into society and then deliberately letting that 

person get close to a particular person and marry them,” 

“Making them become undercover agents planted by the Warriors Den on the other side?” 



“I have heard of it.” Reverend nodded and said, “This kind of thing is very normal,” 

“After the children of the Cavalry Guards are sent into society,” 

“The Warriors Den will set up a point system for them,” 

“As long as they create contributions for the Warriors Den to be able to increase the points,” 

“The greater the contribution, the more points;” 

“If the points can reach a certain level, then they will be able to use the points to bail one of their family 

members out of the Cavalry Guards;” 

“If they continue to make significant contributions, then they can even bail out all their loved ones,” 

“Once their family is bailed out, then their family members don’t have to do anything,” 

“They can regain their freedom to a certain extent, as long as they don’t threaten the safety of the 

Warriors Den,” 

“They can go wherever they want and do whatever they want,” 

“But the poison in their body can’t be solved, they can only take the antidote from once a week, 

upgraded to once every six months.” 

“If the contribution is big enough, they can even redeem themselves, and after the redemption,” 

“The Society will give them a generous amount of money to let them and their families take care of 

themselves,” 

“But it’s still the same premise, not to threaten the safety of the Society while taking the medicine 

regularly.” 

Here, Reverend added: “Because of this mechanism in place,” 

“Every Cavalry Guard will try to have three children or even multiples of three,” 

“And every child sent to study will be instilled with a great sense of responsibility by their parents and 

older siblings from an early age,” 

“So that they realize from an early age that they are responsible for changing the fate of the whole 

family,” 

“So that almost all of these children are academic talent,” 

“As soon as they enter society is the elite class, these people marry high-ups only,” 

“Maybe which billionaire’s offspring are from the Cavalry Guards you don’t know.” 

“However, the descendants of these Cavalry Guards in the Warriors’ Den, there is a special term, called 

a scholar.” 

Charlie couldn’t help but laugh dumbly and asked him, 

“It’s the ancient scholar who took the imperial examination?” 



“Right.” Reverend said, “The ancients said that no one asked under the window for ten years,” 

“And once you become famous, the world knows, whether it is the ancient scholar,” 

“Or the scholar of the Warriors Den, they are all trying desperately to change their lives and achieve 

class crossing by studying and taking exams.” 

Charlie nodded gently, thinking: “I originally thought that my uncle’s better half must have been a 

Cavalry Guard offspring,” 

“But according to him, the probability is of a ‘scholar’,” 

“The probability is to study hard for more than ten years,” 

“Carrying the mission of rescuing the whole family, was arranged into a certain university to approach 

uncle……” 

“Moreover, she could successfully marry into the An family,” 

“Enough to prove that she is definitely at the top of the group of ‘scholar’.” 

Thinking of this, Charlie also could not help but have some chills on his back. 

Although the Warriors Den is not known, but in fact has already laid its own forces everywhere in the 

world, 

And has long since completed the penetration of high society. 

God knows how many of those global tycoons on the Forbes rich list are actually the other half of this 

organization’s “scholar” only. 

Moreover, even if a “scholar” is married to the world’s richest man, 

The Warriors Den can still achieve absolute control over her through the poison in her body and her 

family, 

As well as the antidote in their own hands. 

Moreover, this control chain has formed a closed loop, flawless, and unbreakable …… 
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At this time, Charlie, in his heart can not help but think of his own third aunt, who he did not know. 

And in his mind, he could not help but rely on the clues provided by Reverend, 

As well as his own imagination outlined the tragic life of that woman. 

During her teenage years as well as her youth, 

It is likely that she had been studying hard in order to change the fate of her entire family. 

Her father had probably experienced the tragedy of the dead soldiers firsthand, 

So he must have instilled in her at a very young age the belief in studying hard to save the whole family. 



And she must have lived up to his expectations by getting into a top university with her hard work. 

At this time, because she excelled in her studies and was also very good externally, 

The Warriors Den gave her the difficult and significant task of preparing to approach his uncle, Martel 

An. 

Duncan once told Charlie about the process of his aunt’s acquaintance with his uncle. 

Back then, uncle was in his second year of his master’s degree at Harvard University, 

While he had just entered Harvard for his master’s degree. 

The two met over a clichéd drama of a hero saving a woman, while uncle, 

Through his contact with her, was surprised to find that this woman catered to all his requirements for 

the opposite s3x, 

Both internally and externally. 

The An family and Duncan, too, because of speculation, the young aunt was probably, 

At that time, a secret informer was deliberately planted by the enemy on the young uncle’s side. 

But according to Duncan, after the death of his aunt, 

This matter is only a speculation that has no way to be confirmed. 

However, now one can be sure that their speculation is 100% accurate. 

Although his uncle was twenty-two or three years old when she met my him, 

It is likely that she had been trying to become the kind of woman that his uncle would have liked, 

And even become obsessed with when she was fifteen or sixteen years old. 

It took years of preparation for her to fall in love at first sight with her uncle at Harvard University. 

The naive uncle thought he had found the one, 

But what he didn’t know was that it was all just an elaborate play around him. 

He has been with this woman for nearly twenty years, 

This woman gave birth to two daughters, a family of four seemingly affectionate, 

But he never dreamed that this woman with him for twenty years, 

From the day he saw her, her mouth has always been filled with highly toxic dentures. 

The husband who has been with her for twenty years, 

Having two biological daughters, has not been able to stop her from selling her life for the Warriors Den. 

On the day of Sara’s New York concert, this woman acted as an inside informer, 



Cooperating with the dead soldiers of the Warriors Den to exterminate the entire An family. 

Only, Charlie did not know if this woman and her two daughters, 

Were on the Warriors Den’s kill list in the first place. 

If they were also on, then wonder if this uncle was clear in her own mind. 

However, from the last moment, she decided to bite her teeth and choose to commit suicide, 

Her heart, even to death, did not escape the control of the Warriors Den. 

And her suicide is likely to protect her family members who are still controlled by the Warriors Den. 

This, too, is where Charlie feels that the Warriors Den is the most powerful. 

Just when Charlie was feeling emotional in his heart, 

Someone knocked on the door and said respectfully outside the door, 

“Lord Envoy, in half an hour, our ship will be docking.” 

Charlie sensed that this person was not a martial arts expert, 

So he said to Reverend in a very low voice, “Send him away.” 

Reverend nodded and spoke, “All right, I know, you go to work.” 

“As you wish!” The other party answered, turned around, and left the floor. 

Charlie then asked Reverend, “These people on the ship, are they all your people?” 

“No.” Reverend shook his head: “The bodyguards on this ship are all Turkish Cavalry Guards,” 

“As for these crew members, they are all some peripheral members,” 

“Only responsible for sailing the ship, they don’t know anything about the specifics.” 
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Charlie pointed to the man standing motionless in the corridor inside the door and asked him, “What is 

he?” 

Reverend said, “He is my second-in-command.” 

Charlie frowned and asked, “Your deputy, do you still have to meet your needs in that area normally?” 

Reverend replied, “He wanted to join the Battalion, but to join the Battalion,” 

“He needed a recommendation from someone who had been trained in the Battalion,” 

“So that’s why I used that as a condition and asked him to satisfy my ……” 

Charlie stretched out a hand to interrupt him, 

“All right, you don’t have to say anything.” 



Reverend immediately closed his mouth. 

Charlie then asked, “In a moment, do you have any way to let me mix with you into the copper mine?” 

Reverend said without thinking, “This is simple, you just need to wrap up in a black robe with me.” 

“Black robe?” 

“Right.” Reverend stood up, took off two black robes from the hanger behind the door, and said to him: 

“Because I am a special envoy, my true face, only my superiors and my deputies can see,” 

“In front of the rest of the organization, I am wrapped in robes to not let anyone see any features.” 

Charlie nodded and asked, “The head of the Cyprus Copper Mine, has he seen your true face?” 

“No.” Reverend shook his head and said, “If you want to go in,” 

“Later you just need to disembark the ship wrapped in black robes like me,” 

“And after we disembark, the Cavalry Guards of the copper mine will pick us up.” 

Charlie asked again, “Then when will you return?” 

“Tomorrow.” Reverend said, “After the ship docks, the Cavalry Guards on this ship will gather all the 

crew members into the engine room and not allow them to see the outside world,” 

“Then the Cavalry Guards of the copper mine will start unloading,” 

“After unloading all the supplies, they will also start loading the copper ore,” 

“And after it’s full tomorrow morning, we will depart back.” 

Charlie asked him, “What about you?” 

Reverend explained, “I will stay at the copper mine tonight,” 

“Supervise the Cavalry Guards to take their medicine,” 

“And then supervise the dead soldiers to take their medicine,” 

“After making sure that everyone is taking their medicine properly, it will be almost dawn.” 

“Good.” Charlie nodded and said, “Then I’ll go in with you!” 

After saying that, he asked, “Where is the antidote you brought?” 

Reverend pointed to the closet in the corner of the room and said, 

“The antidote is in the cabinet.” 

Charlie nodded and said, “Take it out for me.” 

“Okay!” Reverend immediately went to the closet, 

Carried out a heavy backpack from it, and placed it in front of Charlie. 



Charlie opened the backpack and found that it was packed in four square boxes like chalk boxes, with 

more than thirty boxes. 

He took out one box from it and found that the top lid of the box had a circular emblem printed with fire 

lacquer, 

The emblem pattern was very complicated, 

And one could vaguely see that the totem as a whole presented a “WD” character. 

He directly opened the box, and found that the inside is as thick and thin length of the index finger, 

With kraft paper rolled out of the cylinder. 

And the cylinder of the upper and lower two seals, also have a fire lacquer seal. 

He tore the kraft paper and saw ten small pills wrapped in it. 

He put the pills under his nose and sniffed them, 

And found that the antidote was similar to the antidote he had configured. 

The antidote configured by himself, the vast majority of which are some nourishing ordinary herbs, 

The real detoxification effect is only a very small part. 

And this antidote is the same. 

Most herbs are effective in strengthening the body, 

While the part that really works is a composition that has been refined by a special method. 

Charlie immediately recognized that this ingredient contained an extremely small amount of spiritual qi, 

Although it was only minimal, he could still clearly sense the presence of spiritual qi. 

This made his expression awe-inspiring, 

It seems that the person who refined this antidote, like himself, can grasp spiritual qi! 
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The aura in the antidote is minimal, which allows Charlie to conclude that, 

The person who made the elixir must also be proficient in the aura, 

But he is unable to guess the other party’s cultivation through the elixir. 

After all, the potency of this antidote is really a bit too low, 

Charlie felt that its greatest use is not to be able to suppress the poison in the body of the person taking 

it, 

But seems to be just to send a signal for the poison in his body to not rush to attack first for the time 

being. 



As he looked at these antidotes, he couldn’t help but speculate in his heart that, 

If the Warriors Den had ten dead soldier bases around the world, 

Then together with the dead soldiers, the families of the dead soldiers, 

And the Cavalry guards, there would be at least tens of thousands of people. 

In addition, there are also “scholars”, “guides”, “special envoys”, and “governors” scattered around the 

world. 

The company’s staff is also a part of the “Uniform Guards”, “Speedy Transport Company” and various 

other supporting personnel. 

It is roughly estimated that there are at least 100,000 people under his command, or even more. 

The vast majority of these more than 100,000 men have to take one antidote every week, 

This means that the daily output of the Warriors Den will be 10,000 to 20,000 or more antidotes. 

With such a large demand, it is impossible to let the master of aura in charge of the experts, 

Otherwise, it is the same as the strongest of the small group of people, 

Pressed in the manufacture of antidote sweatshops, is a really big material with small use. 

Therefore, Charlie estimated that the Warriors Den should have a sizeable elixir processing base, 

The lord, or those under his command who mastered the aura, 

After refining the core elixir, to the processing base with a specific recipe for dilution. 

At present, Charlie can find clues, basically have strong independence, 

It is difficult to find an actual clue in Cyprus, with the organization’s higher levels of connection. 

But now it seems that the only thing that runs through all the links of the Warriors Den, 

It is the production and transportation of the antidote. 

The antidote is a real and actual link that will connect all the external organizational structures to it with 

the transportation route of the antidote, 

And if he can find the output path of the antidote sent all the way down, he can find this elixir 

processing base. 

This elixir processing base is not an independent existence isolated from the headquarters of the Den or 

the senior management, 

Because the antidote it produces must have an elixir with spiritual energy as the core raw material, 

So there must be an input path of spiritual energy elixir upstream of it. 

Once he can find this input path, he may be able to follow the vine all the way to the real core of the 

Warriors Den. 



Having made up his mind, Charlie then asked Reverend: 

“You just said that the time and place for the antidote to arrive in Turkey are random, 

Tell me specifically what the process is for you to receive the antidote.” 

Reverend said respectfully, “Generally, without any warning,” 

“We will receive a coordinate and a six-digit return code sent via satellite communication,” 

“The coordinate may be anywhere in Turkey, and we will rush over to receive it immediately after 

receiving the address.” 

Saying that, Reverend added, “They usually choose a wilderness ridge to place the safe,” 

“And since the coordinates are accurate to the meter after we arrive at the designated coordinates,” 

“We can soon find the location of the safe as long as we try to dig on the flat ground.” 

“Wilderness ridge?” Charlie couldn’t help but frown. 

It seems that this gang’s process is indeed very meticulous, 

The kind of place in the wilderness, there is no monitoring equipment, 

And the other party first randomly chooses the location, so it is impossible to do it in advance to lay 

control. 

And when the other party calmly placed the antidote, 

There is still enough time to clean up all the clues, and then inform the other party of this coordination. 

It is even possible that the other party may plant multiple safes in Turkey at once, 

Only to announce the coordinates of one of the safes at intervals down the road. 

In this way, it would be even more difficult to trace this line. 

Then, Charlie asked, “Every time you guys go over to receive the safe deposit boxes,” 

“Do you find any traces left behind when they placed the safe deposit boxes?” 

“No.” Reverend shook his head: “I also paid special attention to this,” 

“But every time I received the antidote, I did not find any traces,” 

“No footprints, nor wheel marks, nor they had special treatment when they left,” 

“Or they had buried the safe long enough, the wind and sun naturally covered the traces they left, or 

maybe both. “ 

Charlie could not help but smacked his lips and asked him, 

“What about after finding it? To give them feedback?” 

Reverend said, “The safe has a password input area, but this area is not used to open the safe door,” 



“But to send a return receipt to the organization,” 

“As long as the correct return code is entered, the organization will be able to confirm that we have 

received it safely.” 

Hearing this, Charlie did not know for a while, what kind of method he should use to catch this clue of 

the other party’s antidote. 

At this time, the ship emitted a very piercing whistle, 

While the speed of the ship also slowed down a lot, 

Which made him realize that the ship was about to dock. 

So, he immediately threw the antidote brought by Reverend back into the closet and wrapped up in one 

of the black robes, 

Then he said to Reverend, “I will disguise myself as your deputy and go to the copper mine with you,” 

“The way you handed over the pills to them before, is how you hand over it again this time.” 

Reverend nodded without thinking: “Yes, sir!” 

After saying that, he also took a black robe, skillfully put on the body, and use a large hat to cover the 

whole head completely. 

Charlie also followed the example of the black robe with the hood. Now his head was covered. 

He found that the black robe’s cap is very wide, and the cap part of the fabric is light sand, 

Even if the cap will cover the whole face, it does not hinder vision. 

Subsequently, Charlie and Reverend came to the door, looked at the martial artist who was standing still 

like a wooden board, 

And said in a cold voice: “Listen, if anyone other than the two of us dares to enter this room, kill without 

amnesty!” 

The other party was immediately controlled by Charlie’s psychological implications, 

And immediately nodded respectfully and said, “The subordinate follows orders!” 

…… 
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When the two of them stepped out of the room, the outside had already started to get busy. 

Most of the Cavalry guards responsible for the guard have returned to the bridge building, 

After the ship stops, they will take all the crew into the engine room, 

So that these crew members do not spy on any clues. 

And the ship, at this time, was only a kilometer or two away from the pier. 



Charlie and Reverend walked directly out of the bridge building and came on top of the deck. 

On the deck, two crew members and two Cavalry guards were standing on the port side of the ship, 

Waiting for the cable to be thrown to finish docking. 

And Charlie has been able to see ahead of this modest dock, 

At this time is brightly lit, and multiple trucks, loading and unloading trucks, at this time are on standby. 

In addition, Charlie also saw several small cars, it should be waiting to meet Reverend’s convoy. 

The cargo ship was about to dock when it started to reverse thrust, 

And then the sailing speed quickly dropped and leaned sideways to the pier. 

After the ship stopped, Reverend took the lead and went all the way down from the inner deck spiral 

ladder, 

While the hatch below had been opened by two crew members. 

At the same time, the crane next to the cargo ship has begun to move slowly, it seems to be to start 

unloading the cargo. 

As Charlie let Reverend follow the previous handover in the normal way, 

So at this time, Reverend is completely into his usual rhythm of docking. 

When he stepped out of the hatch, there were already a number of men waiting outside, 

And when they saw Reverend and Charlie walking down, 

The man at the head immediately said to Reverend respectfully, “Lord Envoy, you …… have worked hard 

all the way!” 

Charlie could hear that this person’s tone carried nervousness and apprehension. 

Looking at the other people around him, each one was also nervous. 

Charlie surmised that he should be apprehensive because of that failure in Bergen a few days ago. 

After all, Maria was the person that Lord personally named, 

And as a result, their people failed to complete this arduous task. 

And now it happened to be the time to deliver the antidote, 

They were afraid that Lord would repeat the tactics he used twenty years ago and put everyone in this 

base of theirs, to death. 

In the face of several people’s respect and apprehension, 

Reverend just gave a faint nasal hmm, did not even look at that person, 

And walked straight toward the three small cars. 



The head of the men hurriedly ran a few steps, rushed to the middle of the Mercedes-Benz car, 

Help Reverend pull open the door, and then help Charlie to open the passenger door. 

A black-robed Reverend took the lead in the back row of the car, 

And Charlie also followed in the passenger seat. 

Afterward, the greeting people quickly got into the front and back cars, 

And the convoy quickly left the pier and drove to the copper mine, which was only about a kilometer 

away from the pier. 

The convoy went around the dock and in the blink of an eye drove to the main gate of the copper mine, 

The automatic gate opened in advance, allowing the three cars to drive straight in without slowing 

down. 

This copper mine, the outside looks somewhat similar to the base of the Cataclysmic Front, but on a 

much smaller scale. 

Although the interior of the mine looked like nothing unusual, 

Charlie still found many hidden secret posts and fire points. 

It was clear that the place was very well-guarded. 

The caravan drove directly to an office building style building to stop, 

And at this time, downstairs has more than one person waiting here. 

The middle-aged man at the head was well-dressed, quite a big businessman’s style. 

Next to the middle-aged man, stood a young man wearing glasses, 

The young man is thin and tall, looks bookish very thick, a glance, 

Giving the first impression, it is like the middle-aged man’s assistant or secretary. 

However, Charlie found that the middle-aged man actually has little cultivation, 

Not even a martial artist, but this bookish young man is a dark realm expert, 

But the level is relatively low, only the dark realm two heavens. 

In combination with the previous confession of Reverend, 

It is estimated that this middle-aged man should be the ostensible manager of this copper mine, 

While the assistant young man beside him is probably the real controller of this place, 

The festival ambassador in the mouth of the Cavalry guards. 

Behind this young man, there were several other martial arts experts, 

But the strongest of these remaining people was only an old man of the Ming realm of great perfection. 



However, the expressions of these people right now, all with a few moments of trepidation, 

Are also on edge for the last failure. 

After the car was parked, the assistant-like young man took the lead and respectfully pulled open the 

car door for Charlie and Reverend. 

As soon as Reverend got out of the car, the well-dressed man came forward and said respectfully, 

“Lord Special Envoy, you have worked hard!” 

The young man in the First level of the Dark Realm also bowed slightly and said reverently, 

“Lord Envoy, you have worked hard!” 

The people behind him bowed in unison and shouted, “Lord Envoy has worked hard!” 

Reverend just raised his hand and said indifferently, “Let’s go in and talk.” 

“Okay! This way, please!” The young man hurriedly made a respectful gesture of invitation, 

Then took a few quick steps to lead the way. 

Reverend followed closely behind, while the middle-aged man followed him and said, 

“Lord Envoy, our operation report for the recent period has been written, please take the time to look 

over it later.” 

Reverend gave a hint and didn’t say much, this cold attitude made the middle-aged man even more 

nervous. 

Charlie followed behind Reverend and took in the performance of these people, 

Seeing the fearful appearance of these people, his heart relaxed instead. 

This is the perfect time to turn them around! 
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Charlie guessed correctly. 

When he arrived at the top floor together with Reverend, 

The middle-aged man brought the two into his office. 

Along with them, there was also that young man of the Dark Realm Two levels, 

As well as those several Ming Realm experts. 

The moment the door closed, the young man took the first step to Reverend, 

Suddenly bent his knees and knelt on the ground, kowtowed heavily, 

And choked and said, “Lord Envoy, please have mercy and save our 3,700 people here!” 

The others immediately followed the young man and knelt down, choking, 



“Lord Envoy, please have mercy!” 

Reverend was caught a bit off guard. 

Charlie had given him the mental implication to meet with these people according to his past practice. 

However, these people suddenly kneeling in front of him and begging him for mercy, 

Made him a bit at a loss of what to do all of a sudden. 

Now Reverend is more like a machine that executes orders, 

If the order is recorded in his system, he is able to execute it immediately, 

But if it is not recorded, he will enter a state of a program error. 

This is also the biggest drawback of mental suggestion. 

Charlie could see that Reverend was a bit down, so he opened his mouth and asked, 

“Are you guys worried that the great Lord will punish you with the same means he used to punish others 

twenty years ago?” 

As soon as Charlie’s words came out, several people were instantly filled with horror! 

They did not expect that the attendant who followed the envoy without saying a word would take the 

initiative to speak. 

Moreover, the moment he opened his mouth, he spoke the fear in their hearts! 

Several people looked at each other, then the young man suddenly realized something, 

And crawled towards Charlie on his knees, choking and saying, 

“Please forgive my eyes for not being able to penetrate Lord Envoy’s identity early!” 

As soon as the others saw this, they also immediately realized that, 

They had crawled on their knees in front of Charlie and begged with great devotion, “Please forgive Lord 

Envoy!” 

Charlie was slightly stunned, then he quickly came back to his senses and thought in his heart, 

“It seems that this group of people is treating me as a real envoy.” 

The Warriors Den’s internal information is tightly isolated, 

And it likes to release smoke bombs to the outside world, just like Reverend said, 

In those enterprises controlled by the Warriors Den, 

The apparent chairman is usually not the real person in charge, 

And the person in charge is probably just an insignificant assistant or accountant beside the chairman. 



Just like this copper mine, when outside, it seems that the middle-aged man is the person in charge 

here, 

And the young man is his side secretary, but once in this office, 

The young man immediately became the leader among them, and everyone is looking to him. 

So, right now this young man, it seems, also mistakenly thought that he, 

The special envoy’s assistant is probably the real special envoy. 

Seeing these people kneeling in front of him and begging, Charlie smiled faintly and asked, 

“If the Lord really decides to kill all of you here,” 

“Then do you dare to resist to your death before you die?” 

When several people heard these words, their entire bodies trembled uncontrollably as they were 

horrified. 

The young man at the head of the group said out of fear, 

“Lord Envoy, the gods are above, this matter is my fault,” 

“I have failed to meet the trust and expectation of the great lord,” 

“Even if Lord told me to die immediately, I will not complain! 

The others also immediately said: “Willing to die for the Lord!” 

Charlie grunted and said with contempt, “The others want to kill all of you,” 

“But instead of having a sense of resistance, you kneel on the ground like lackeys to show your loyalty,” 

“Don’t you have any bloodlust?” 

Hearing Charlie’s questioning, the crowd was even more scared out of their wits! 

They thought that Charlie was deliberately testing them, 

How dare they show any disobedience at such a time, and they all kept kowtowing in fear. 

And the young man at the head of the group even choked and said: 

“Lord envoy, such a treacherous thing, I really dare not even think about it ……” 

Charlie looked at his terrified expression, can see that this person’s heart is indeed full of fear, 

There is no half of the intention to resist. 

However, thinking back carefully on the identity of these people, Charlie did not feel surprised. 

After all, according to Reverend, except for the dead soldiers, Cavalry guards, and their families, 

Most of the other members of the Warriors Den joined voluntarily. 



Especially those martial artists who longed to be able to break through their cultivation quickly, 

They joined the Warriors Den in order to achieve a leap in cultivation, 

So there was no bitter hatred between them and the Warriors Den. 

The young man in front of him, whose cultivation level is not low, 

Is also a sect leader, responsible for the operation and management of the entire Deadman Base, 

So guess his rank is not low. 

Even, he is probably also trained at the Warriors Camp. 

This kind of person, in addition to obeying the words of the Warriors Den, might even be grateful. 

Therefore, from the depths of their hearts, they would not want to confront the organization. 

Thinking of this, Charlie lost interest in fighting against these people, 

He looked at them and said indifferently, “Lord was indeed very shocked by the failure,” 

“But Lord also knows that the responsibility for this failure does not lie with you,” 

“So you do not need to worry too much.” 
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When they heard this, they breathed a long sigh of relief. 

The young man at the head said gratefully, “Thank you, Lord, for your generosity,” 

“And thank you, envoy, for your kindness! We will be brave after knowing the shame,” 

“And we will bow and die for the organization!” 

Charlie nodded, stretched out his hand, patted him on the shoulder, 

With a trace of aura into the other party’s brain, Charlie said blandly: 

“Very well, but from now on, what I say, you will do, do you understand?” 

The young man’s eyes stagnated, and then said without thinking, “Understood!” 

The few people behind him were still a bit confused at this point, 

Wondering why this envoy would say such words to the sect leader. 

After all, in the Warriors Den, the Lord was the only supreme being, 

No one was allowed to disobey, not to mention the following, 

But the words of this envoy lord seemed to be trying to cultivate his own beloved within the 

organization. 

Charlie saw several people hesitate, deliberately sneered, and asked: 



“What? A few of you are not willing to serve me like him?” 

The middle-aged man said without thinking, “I only follow Lord’s lead!” 

Charlie smiled and nodded, saying lightly, “You are indeed loyal!” 

“Seeing that you are so loyal to Lord, I can also rest assured.” 

Charlie’s words made several people slightly relieved, 

Thinking that he was just testing their loyalty to the organization. 

Charlie walked up to several people at this time, stretched out his hand, and shook hands with them 

individually,” 

“And only after each person’s brain had been fed with his own aura, 

He cleared his throat and said in a stern voice to several people, 

“From now on, your only mission is to serve me, do you understand?” 

“Understood!” Several people had already been completely psychologically implied by Charlie at this 

time, 

One by one, they respectfully agreed to do so. 

After controlling these people, Charlie began to prepare for the execution of his plan. 

Through his understanding of the Warriors Den, he could conclude that the dead soldiers, 

As well as their families were inevitably filled with hatred for the Warriors Den deep inside. 

Therefore, as long as he could cure the severe poison in their bodies, they would definitely be turned 

back by him. 

However, the group of Cavalry guards, relatively speaking, should be more cautious. 

Because although the Cavalry guards were also born as dead soldiers, 

But after all, some Cavalry guards had already obtained relatively free status. 

And had entered the promotion ladder tailor-made for them by the Warriors Den, 

So there must be people in this group who had already inclined their hearts to the Warriors Den. 

And decided to make a big career in the organization by their own efforts. 

So, Charlie came up with an idea to hoe the traitors. 

He planned to have these managers call the people in charge of the Cavalry Guard 

At all levels to come here first and have them take their medicine here. 

After they have taken the medicine, then give them a chance to talk directly with their own “special 

envoy” without making a sound. 



Charlie brought the antidote, as long as these Cavalry guards take, 

The body of the poison can be instantly disintegrated, at that time, 

If anyone after taking the medicine, keeps their secrets, silent to leave, 

It is inevitable to Warriors Den will have reservations. 

However, if anyone comes to tell a secret to him immediately after taking the medicine, 

Then this person’s heart must have fully fallen to the Warriors Den. 

Through such means, although he cannot determine whether those who have reservations are really at 

odds with the Warriors Den, 

He can at least screen out the traitors in the Cavalry Guard first. 

So, he asked the sectional ambassador, “How many people are in charge of the Cavalry Guard at all 

levels?” 

Without thinking, the sectional ambassador said, “There is one commander,” 

“Three banner commanders, nine battalion commanders, and twenty-seven captains in the Cavalry 

Guard.” 

After saying that, he added: “However, the last mission lost a commanding officer,” 

“A battalion commander and two captains who are missing.” 

Charlie nodded and said indifferently, “Divide the remaining into three groups,” 

“Bring the ones in one group here first, prepare a room for them next door, and let them take their 

medicine there.” 

The sectional ambassador immediately said respectfully, “Your subordinates will arrange this!” 

Charlie gave a hmph and instructed, “After you bring the people here, come and find me here.” 

“Okay lord envoy!” 

…… 

Waited for about a few minutes. 

The sect ambassador hurriedly returned and respectfully said to Charlie, 

“Lord Envoy, the first group of twelve people has arrived, please come to the meeting room!” 

Charlie nodded, wrapped in his black robe, and led by the sectional ambassador to the large conference 

room next door. 

At this moment in the conference room, there were already twelve apprehensive middle-aged men 

sitting there. 

These men were all the heads of the Cavalry Guard at all levels. 



When Charlie stepped in, all of these people had very nervous expressions. 

Charlie walked up to the top of the conference table, 

Looked at the twelve Cavalry Guards, and said indifferently, 

“Gentlemen, thanks to the benevolence of the Lord, a new antidote is been given to all the Cavalry 

Guards,” 

“And the reason I called you all here today is that I hope you can try this new medicine first.” 

Upon hearing the new antidote, the expressions of all the people were astonished. 

At this moment, they were all very surprised in their hearts. 

Because, in their memory, they had never heard of the organization replacing a new drug. 

Charlie continued at this time: “Recently the storm clouds have changed suddenly,” 

“I think you all have heard about it, the Cavalry Guard will face more difficult tasks in the future,” 

“So your previous seven-day medicine effect has obviously been somewhat insufficient,” 

“So Lord has prepared a new antidote for you,” 

“The new medicine’s effect will be extended from seven days to fifteen days.” 

Once the twelve people heard this, the doubts in their hearts were instantly dispelled. 

Charlie took out the antidote he had prepared and said indifferently: 

“All of you will take the medicine here this time, after taking the medicine,” 

“I will interview all of you one by one in the next room, at that time,” 

“You need to tell me the truthfulness of your feelings about taking the medicine,” 

“I will record all your narratives and present them to Lord when I return!” 

 


